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Note: This documentation corresponds to Brainhack School 2023.

An overview of the event is available on our website <https://school-brainhack.github.io>.
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CHAPTER

ONE

BRAINHACK SCHOOL

Brainhack school is a community-driven educational event in neuroscience and open science. It is run in parallel at
multiple sites across the world, where small groups of students come together in person for four weeks. All students
and instructors interact through a central discord server, and share the same training modules. Students also collaborate
across sites in project teams.
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CHAPTER

TWO

WHY BRAINHACK SCHOOL?

Coding and other data science skills are much better acquired and solidified through practice. After a one week boot-
camp, most of the brainhack training consists of open and collaborative work on a project of your choice. The distributed
nature of brainhack school help to make it sustainable by sharing the load of preparing the material across many in-
dividuals. It also allows young researchers across the world to work together and build strong collaborations across
disciplinary and geographical boundaries.

2.1 Guide for students

2.2 Guide for Organizers

2.2.1 Resources

Brainhack School Github Organization Brainhack School Website Brainhack School Documentations Brainhack School
Documentation Github List of the prevoius edition of the school
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https://github.com/school-brainhack/
https://github.com/school-brainhack/school-brainhack.github.io/
https://school-brainhack.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
https://github.com/school-brainhack/school-brainhack.readthedocs.org
https://github.com/school-brainhack/school-brainhack.readthedocs.org
https://school.brainhackmtl.org/
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2.2.2 General information page

General details regarding the school could be changed from this page

2.2.3 Institute logos

The logos of the each institute could be added by following the format in this page

2.2.4 Adding new location to Locations sub-page

Edit the EN version of locations by adding informaton regarding

• the image of the location,

• name of the institute where the school is held

• a description of the organizers

• address to the location

• requisite for participating to the event

• accessibility information (which room/building/which hours)

• organizers name, affiliations, contact details (emails and discord handles)

using the block structure listed at this page

The FR version of the page could be found [here]https://github.com/school-brainhack/school-
brainhack.github.io/blob/main/content/fr/locations/index.md)

2.2.5 Adding instructors to the website

Edit this yaml file following the block structure introduced.
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https://github.com/school-brainhack/school-brainhack.github.io/blob/main/config.yaml
https://github.com/school-brainhack/school-brainhack.github.io/blob/main/data/en/clients/1.yaml
https://github.com/school-brainhack/school-brainhack.github.io/blob/main/content/en/locations/index.md
https://github.com/school-brainhack/school-brainhack.github.io/commit/c423908214122efa08738aa5a4b02b93a9da600f
https://github.com/school-brainhack/school-brainhack.github.io/blob/main/data/en/instructors.yaml
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